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About This Game

Invite a friend to explore the strange, yet beautiful world of darkness and light in Shadow Puppeteer, an award-winning, local co-
op adventure.

Assume the roles of a boy and his shadow, separated from one another by the evil shadow puppeteer. Work together to
manipulate light, solving puzzles that bring you closer to finding this villain and freeing other shadows he has stolen.

Winner of the 2015 Indie Prize Director’s Choice Award and applauded for its stunning art, enchanting music and clever
puzzles, Shadow Puppeteer will captivate players from beginning to end.

Key Features

Single Player or Local Co-Op
Enjoy Shadow Puppeteer by yourself or with the company of a significant other, family member or friend in shared-
screen co-op.
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Easy-to-Learn Controls
Optimized for controllers, Shadow Puppeteer is easy to pick up for players of all skill levels.

Entertaining Puzzles
Harness the power of light to solve cleverly crafted puzzles in 2D and 3D space.

Rich Atmosphere
Breathtaking 3D art and an amazing soundtrack transport you to the delightful world of Shadow Puppeteer.
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Title: Shadow Puppeteer
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sarepta studio
Publisher:
Snow Cannon Games
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher

Processor: Quadcore 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader model 3.0 with 512MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: We recommend playing this game with controllers

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish
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Hello everyone,

At the moment, its still missing the multiplayer, which will really make this game worth it. Right now its just target practice and
dualing agaist computer opponets. It would also be cool to see western style shoot outs like on a train or in a Saloon or
something. Check out my Video Gameplay\/ First Look Here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ti1aVQkCnyA. Its a very good game. But I
wish their was more props. Somthing like, a tank. [For building WWII based maps and tank factorys] I also want a police car in
the future. And a airport too. Overall it is a very good game. I recomend you get it. If you stream this game on youtube, its
probauly gonna catch attenion.. 1980s bad cop action movie with VHS aesthetics.

It has funny one liners, nazis, robots and dinosaurs.

Generally it's a solid 7\/10 movie, but I'm willing to add a point for the "knock knock" joke, so consider it 8\/10.. Overall, a
beautiful soundtrack, one I would definitely recommend to anyone interested. Note of warning, however, the track
"Lamunes '79" might be difficult to listen to due to the way the electric piano wavers to and from the left and right in
headphones.. This cat can kick you and your dog's♥♥♥♥♥ Repeatedly. Best cat hero since Battle Bruise, and my
personal hero, Fritz the Cat, who liked to have tub orgies. He later got hooked on drugs and S&M sexual domination.
OH! And Toonces the Driving Cat. Forgot about that crazy feline. AND!! ! ---> F.E.C.U.S. ... he was THE beast. Fatal
Embryo Created Urban Sickness. Not sure what happened to that feline of paws destruction. Likely Heroin(e)
addiction was its downfall.

Great game this is, if it is, in fact, a game... Only time will tell.... Adds\/increases end game.. One of the best in the
genre of card games. Exciting gameplay, an interesting storyline and the most important convenient management
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A very densly packed, atmospheric, depressing gem of a game. We encountered no serious bugs (except one design flaw as of
January 2019 which should be mentioned), which makes this game even more of a little marvel considering that apparently there
is only one person developing it. KUDOS! So, we really loved the game for what it is. There are just two things in the current
state.
1) The end is rather underwhelming considering the tension built up beforehand. Maybe some more elaboration? (If that does
not invalidate your point.)
2) There is a "currency" of nuts. We got all the clothes for the robot, which cost nuts. We also lowered all the bridges, which
costs nuts. We did everything that costs nuts. Only to end up with not enough of them of complete the final ... thing. So current
players beware: keep good stock of your nuts and don't spend them liberally until you found the final ... thing. Ultimately, rather
than playing the game from the start, we finally found the ONE english speaking YouTuber that made it through the game, and
watched the end there. While such things shouldn't happen, considering there is only one developer, there's still a thumbs up
from us.

And ... thank you for the cute Christmas present!. I was honestly surprised with how good the game is for the price. Pretty
unique PvP gameplay as well, with the idea being to destroy your opponent's footing and send him falling to his death before he
can do the same to you. If you've been looking for a really solid PvP VR game to play with a friend, you could do a lot worse
than Bomb U! for a lot more money.

Check out my gameplay of Bomb U! against a friend:

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=785801942. Stupidest♥♥♥♥♥♥ever, pay 5 dollars for some extra
quests to help level to a cap of 620 and all to just kill 1 stupid boss you can't even get to without paying for it. basically no
content. the games new to steam but has been around for 10 years.
At first i enjoyed the game till up to lvl 75 and had some challenges to getting there but along the way found there is tons of
hackers using cheat engine to give god mode, gold, fast levels. i mean i was finding lvl 29 players in lvl 75 areas. games a joke. i
loved the fact there was old school stuff in the game but it was all ruined the moment hackers and no content without paying for
it came into play. no content for 10 years equals bad without a future. not worth the time to put in honestly. most older folks that
like old school may find emulators better than this. or something more worth while that satisfies their need for old school
gaming.. it is hell to play just like a relasinship.....mabye i shouldent post this ah no one will take this joke sereisly but it is fun
and it has one of the best skins in the game so buy it for yourself and your loved one becues nuthing say love like killing goblims
and orcs. The game runs way too fast as being unplayable on my 144 Hz monitor. The developer's idiotic "solution" is to run the
game on a 60 Hz monitor. Apparently that bug was introduced 1 year ago and is still unfixed. Don't buy.. I was hoping this
would be good, but it sucked soooo many balls it's ridiculous. I did something in the wrong order in the beginning and middle of
the game, in which it wouldn't let me advance any further near the end. I refused to start the game over, so I just watched the
ending on Youtube instead. Still sucked nuts.. Fantastic game, lots of great European political humor with simple yet fun
gameplay.. "Drunk or dead" is a very funny wave-shooter! If you like the following things, this game might be your idea of fun:
1) drinking and shooting
2) zombies
3) women

This game is basically a wave-shooter with a lot of cool ideas and funny twists. I won't spoil them for you, but you are going to
play this in VR and you can do whatever you want to do (and I mean: whatever!)! Just have fun and enjoy the game!
. I do not write too many reviews for the myriad DLC's for Train Simulator in general. However I felt this deserved one. I would
first like to add I'm a pretty big fan of US rail but much less of the other nations. I'll admit this is a loco pack I got just for the
achievements. If it would not have had any, I'd not have bought it. I'm sure glad I did!

Let me just say it's a great locomotive! It feels very real. It definitely gives you the feel of the early diesel era. The gauge lights
work. The designers even added gauages for both vaccum brakes and Westinghouse brakes. For those who do not know, this
locomotive was used in the crossover period between two different braking systems. I liked that the detail was added for those
gauages, even if it it would not affect the train in the game. The sounds are superb and the scenarios were realistic and fun.

Positives:
+ Super realistic overall
+ Excellent sounds
+ Very good textures
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+ Wipers, lights, instruments all work very well.
+ All scenarios work perfectly and give some variety.
+ Scenarios are on one of the best routes available to the game
+ All achievements work. This may not be important to some, but it is to me!
+ One of the few DLC's for this game that I actually believe would be worth the full asking price.

Negatives:

- More scenarios by default would have been nice, tho it does come with the standard of three.. Hours of mindless fun. Good for
when listening to audio books.
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